Dominican hospitality opens the door to new understanding

After seven months of study and friendship building our latest group of students from Kyoto Bunkyo High School flew back to Japan last weekend. In the days prior to their departure it was obvious how much they had come to enjoy life in Adelaide and the company of their hosts and new friends. As host Principal I very much enjoy witnessing our visiting students grow in confidence as they come to terms with life in an environment that is very different to their own. Such growth in our Kyoto students has been possible by the hospitality and encouragement they receive from their host families, Cabra staff and students.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr Grant Thompson who has been responsible for the day to day care and education of the students during the past seven months. His work with them has been outstanding and as a result this group of Kyoto students have achieved the best English results for any group over the life of the program. We look forward to Grant’s return to Cabra in February next year with the next group of Kyoto Bunkyo students.

Watching the students from both schools interact, it always amazes me how different they seem initially and yet how much the same they are once you peel back the layers of culture and language. In many ways teenagers are teenagers regardless of culture and background. And it is this simple realisation that makes programs like this one so important in helping us to promote greater understanding between people of all cultures. With thousands of similar programs operating throughout the world we have good reason to hope that such a simple initiative makes a real difference in promoting greater understanding and peace.

Sr Christopher Slattery
(18/8/1927 – 14/8/2012)

Earlier this week the Cabra community celebrated the life of Sr Christopher with a funeral Mass in the College chapel. Sr Christopher was a boarder at Cabra and taught in many Dominican schools. She worked in the Solomon Islands for 31 years and received an MBE in recognition of this work, which was the love of her life. It was particularly moving to see a number of her former students at the funeral; a reminder of the affection with which she is remembered. May she rest in peace.

St Dominic’s Hall
Official Opening

On Wednesday 29th August St Dominic’s Hall will be officially opened by Senator Don Farrell. The ceremony commences at 11.30 am. I would like to take this opportunity to invite any parents who would like to attend the ceremony to join us on Wednesday morning. Please RSVP Carol Clifford 81792411.

Cabra Facilities Survey

Thank you to the 147 families who responded to our electronic survey in recent weeks. We appreciate your insights and feedback which have already been forwarded to the architects for consideration in the formation of our college master plan. Best wishes for the weeks ahead.

Brian Schumacher
Opportunities Abound

Learning happens anywhere and anytime at Cabra and we are committed to developing the whole person. There are wonderful opportunities for our students to take part in Science week experiments, appreciate the evolution of the Music world, wonder at the Cirkids performances or analyse the influence of gradients in ramp investigations. We are passionate about the learning experiences that we provide for our students so that they learn to question, wonder, synthesise and ponder new ideas.

We hope that this wide range of photos help to create a visual image of the wide and varied learning experiences that we have shared over the past two weeks.
ST DOMINIC’S DAY DRESS–UPS
ARTS AND LITERATURE DAY
**2013 Subject Information Evenings**

Thank you to all of the parents and caregivers who attend the recent round of ‘Subject Information Evenings’ that have been held here at the College over the past few weeks. This is an important process and I would encourage you to contact the relevant Year Level Coordinators if you have any clarifying questions that you would like to ask.

**Certificate II in Driver Competence**

If you son or daughter is interested in having formal driving lessons you could explore the option of enrolling them into the driver education program which is offered through the Allan Miller Driving School. The program is a Certificate II in Driver Competence and would enable the students who successfully complete the course to achieve a total of 25 SACE Credits (Stage 1). For more information you can contact the driving school directly on 8186 7200 or email: driving@allanmiller.com.au.

**Year 11 Retreats**

After talking to a number of staff and students it is clear that the Year 11 students thoroughly enjoyed their Retreat experience. The students were located at two different camp sites in Victor Harbor, Adare and Encounters. The time away from the school routine provided the staff and the students with the time to relax and connect with each other while also reflecting on their life journey. I would like to thank the staff and the students for making the Retreat such a success.

**School Uniform**

Thank you for your support in ensuring your child is wearing the winter uniform appropriately. This is a way that students signify that they are proud to be a part of the Cabra community and are respectful of its traditions and culture. Parents/guardians will then have the opportunity to purchase or alter any items of clothing requiring attention. From next week we will be trialing a notification system which will automatically inform parents/guardians of any uniform infringements which may have been given to a student. The notification will be sent via email.

**Solomon Islands - Fundraiser**

The Senior School Leaders took up the initiative to run a drinks and sausage sizzle stall during lunchtime on Friday last week. This initiative along with the non-uniform day which was also held on Friday, was in aid of raising awareness and funds to support the work of the Dominican Sisters in the Solomon Islands. The students raised over $700.00 through the food stall. Thank you to all of the students who supported this very important cause.

**Kyoto Bunkyo High School Students Farewell**

On Friday afternoon last week we held a farewell lunch for the KBHS students in the College Boardroom. The students have been a wonderful group to work with and they have established a significant number of friendships amongst the student body during their time here at the College. The popularity of the group was really made evident during Hiroki Saito’s farewell speech at our Whole School Assembly which was held on Thursday morning last week. The College community will be sad to see the students leave. I would like to thank Mr. Grant Thompson, Mr. Simon Nicholas and Mr. Edmund O’Brien for all of the work they have done to ensure that the students’ pastoral care and academic needs were attended to during the seven month program.

**RAA Design Award**

Congratulations to Taylor Westmacott (Year 11) who has been nominated for an RAA Design Award in response to a design competition he has entered. Last week Taylor had his photo taken by the Messenger Press. The winner of the Award will be announced later in the year.
Justice - a whiter shade of pale
An evening with Andrew Paterson
Field Education Coordinator
Flinders University School of Social Work and Social Policy Planning

An entertaining perspective on justice over the last 40 years

Tuesday 28 August, 2012
6:15pm for 7:00pm
Mercy Lecture Theatre
Mercedes College, 540 Fullarton Road, Springfield

RSVP: Friday 24 August, 2012
P: 8372 3200  |  E: mercedes@mercedes.catholic.edu.au
This evening is free for anyone to attend. Refreshments will be served.
National Science Week 2012
Written by: Catherine O’Halloran, Acting Science Co-ordinator

National Science Week has been well and truly celebrated at Cabra Dominican College, beginning with a visit to the Science Alive show at the Adelaide Showgrounds on Friday the 10th of August. This excursion gave a group of year 10 students the opportunity to explore potential career options within the field of Science, and to participate in many interesting interactive displays.

The Science faculty have been very busy this week, putting on some fantastic Science demonstrations at lunch time each day. This year’s theme for Science week was Energy Evolution, so we have been exploring alternative energy sources. We had visitors from the Faculty of Science and Engineering at Flinders University show students some of the advances in nanotechnology and its potential use in solar cells, and we constructed a representation of a carbon nanotube from balloons. We also explored solar energy, and wind energy. The ‘airzooka’ was very popular with students as they fired toroidal vortices into the air. Alternative fuel sources, particularly methane and ethanol, were investigated, with some fiery results! We chilled out on our last day, and brought out the dry ice and liquid nitrogen, giving students the opportunity to see that liquefied oxygen responds to a magnet, what happens to the size of a balloon when it’s chilled, and finally we made a flash frozen fruit salad!

It was great to see so many students showing an interest in the scientific displays, and participating in our daily quiz, testing knowledge of energy sources. Congratulations to 6 White, 7 Gold, 8 White, 9 White, 10 Tan, 11 White and 12 White who each won the quiz for their year level. Well done!

A big thank you goes to our student demonstration volunteers, particularly Josh Sully, and to all the Science teachers who helped out at lunch times. Many thanks also need to go to our wonderful lab assistants, Lucy Barker and Nectaria Georgopolos for all of their efforts both during the demonstrations, and also all the hard work behind the scenes. Without our dedicated staff we wouldn’t be able to celebrate Science Week in the amazing way that we do.
Cabra News

Cabra Cabaret

Well what a night it was! Our first Cabaret on Cabra soil on Saturday August 11 was a resounding success! All who attended were treated to a night of amazing music performed by our highly talented students. From Jeremiah Filipinas’ opening number at 7.30 through to the Staff Band at 11.30 it was a night of great music, good fun and lots of energy.

The Cabaret is a huge undertaking. There are many people who contributed to making the evening such a success and they include:

- the students who moved all the gear to St Dom’s Hall on Friday
- our maintenance staff for moving all the chairs and tables to the Hall
- the parents who helped with setting up in the afternoon and packing up at the end of the evening
- Kathy Jones, Catherine Mahoney and Cathy Seidel who were responsible for front of house, decorations, table arrangements and running the raffle. They expended many hours preparing for the Cabaret and their efforts are truly appreciated
- Margie McLean who sourced and created the raffle prizes. THANK YOU ALL.

Festival Choir

Our Festival Choir has been rehearsing every week at school and they sound and look wonderful. Their first rehearsal as a massed choir was held in week 5 at Loreto College. The next one is on the stage at the Festival Theatre on the morning of their performance, Tuesday September 18. Congratulations are extended to Hannah Green who was selected as a soloist for Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday night. Well done!

We are also delighted to see many of our male singers involved in the Boys Vocal Ensemble and Rachael De Haas who, once again is playing violin in the String Ensemble.

Concert Band

In week 5, Concert Band competed in the South Australian School Band & Orchestra Festival at Westminster School. They were entered in the Junior Section and gave an excellent performance. This was the last performance to include the 3 girls from Kyoto Bunkyo High School. Sakura Sakane (clarinet), Yako Kana (trumpet) and Kana Nakai (trombone) were extremely valuable members of our Band, showing leadership especially to the younger students. We wish them all the best on their return to Japan; they will be missed.

Concert Choir sang at the Malvern Uniting Church on Sunday August 19. It was a very relaxed service specifically for children and our repertoire was most appropriate and enjoyed by all.

Performance Assessments

Finally in the past fortnight our Stage 1 & 2 music students had their second summative solo and ensemble performance assessment and I am sure the appreciative audience was impressed by the talent displayed.

MuSIC CAleNDAR

Concert Band Rehearsal
Sunday August 12 – Band room – 1-5pm
Concert Band Rehearsal
Wednesday August 15 - Band room – 2.45-5pm
SA Bands Competition
Thursday August 16 – Concert Band – Westminster School – 8.30 – 1.00
Adelaide Connection Jazz Choir performance
Friday August 17 – Elder Hall - 1pm – Concert Choir, 10/11 Music Students
Stage 1 & 2 solo performance evening
Thursday August 16 – Cabra Chapel and Band room
Pageant Rehearsal
Monday August 27 – Pageant Warehouse – Drummers - 6.00 – 7.30pm
Stella Maris School Fete
Sunday September 9 – Junior and Senior Drum Corps
Catholic Schools Music Festival
Tuesday September 18 - Festival Centre - Festival Choir, Combined Drum Corps, Large Vocal Jazz ensemble [incl. the band and the drummers] 7.30pm
Spring Chamber Concert
Sunday October 14 – Cabra Chapel
Music in the Lane
Monday October 22 – Wire Choir
St John Bosco School Fete
Sunday October 28 – Junior & Senior Drum Corps
Credit Union Christmas Pageant
Saturday November 10 – Pageant drummers
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CABRA OLD SCHOLARS

2012 Reunions

Class of 1992 – 20 Year Reunion, Sat 20 October, Glenelg Surf Life Saving Club, RSVP and details to cabraclass92@yahoo.com

Class of 1982 – 30 Year Reunion, Sat 13 October, The Edinburgh, email Bernard Shinnick bshinnick@cmw.com.au, or phone 0406 383 105 to RSVP or for details

Class of 1972 – 40 Year Reunion, Sat 10 November, venue TBA, email Trish Yeomans (nee Button) yeobutton@biggood.com, or phone 0417856466 to RSVP or for details

Share Your Story

We’d love to hear from any Old Scholars with information of what you have been up to since leaving school – engagements, weddings, births, travel, careers or some other exciting news? Send your updates to our Development Officer, Sue Baum: sbaum@cabra.catholic.edu.au

Stay in Touch

Do we have your latest contact details? Register online to stay in touch: http://www.cabra.catholic.edu.au/old-scholars/online-registration

CAREERS & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Written by: Mrs Sharkey
Careers and VET Co-ordinator

Thebarton Senior College
Regional VET Open Night Tuesday 28th August 2012., 6pm general information session then 6.30-7.30pm Tours of VET training areas. Courses include – Creative Industries, Business, Business Admin, Information, Digital media and Technology, IT, Resources & Infrastructure Operations, Doorways to Construction (D2C) and Plumbing pathways. Please ring the College to book, 8352 5811.

SATAC Applications for University in 2013 open now. Apply at: www.satac.edu.au
Applications close Friday 28th September 2012.

TAFE Applications for 2013
Open 24th September, applications will be via SATAC website. Look at the courses available via the TAFE website www.tafesa.edu.au A number of the courses available are now funded under the new Skills for All funding arrangements. You are able to see if the course(s) you are interested in fall under this arrangement.

MUSIC NEWS

TRADE & APPRENTICESHIP EXPO
ST PATRICK’S TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Sunday 26 August, 12-3pm
Hooke Road, Edinburgh North
St Patrick’s Technical College is a purpose built trade training school that offers a specialist trade focused SACE education and award winning apprenticeship training for Year 11 and 12 students.

St Patrick’s Technical College is located at the gateway to the Edinburgh North Smart Industries Precinct with transport links from across Northern Adelaide, the Barossa Valley and Lower North.

For more information visit www.stpatstech.sa.edu.au or call 1300 765 384.

Year 11 & 12

2012 AEC Spring Programme
Week 1: Mon 24 Sep - Fri 28 Sep and/or
Week 2: Mon 1 Oct - Fri 5 Oct
Classes will be conducted on Labour Day (Mon 1st Oct)

SACE Stage 2:

12 Mathematical Studies 11 Maths
12 Specialist Mathematics 11 Physics
12 Mathematical Methods 11 Chemistry
12 Maths Applications 11 Biology
12 Physics
12 Chemistry
12 Biology
12 Psychology
12 Accounting
12 Economics
12 Legal Studies
12 Nutrition
12 Geography
12 English Studies
12 English Comm.
12 Modern History
12 Physical Education
12 ESL
12 Essay Writing
12 Study Skills

SACE Stage 1:

11 Maths SL & HL
11 Physics SL & HL
11 Chemistry SL & HL
11 Biology SL & HL
11 Economics SL & HL

IB Subjects:

IB Maths SL & HL
IB Physics SL & HL
IB Chemistry SL & HL
IB Biology SL & HL
IB Economics SL & HL

Unweighted Value
Goldingberg Results
Agent SATAC Assessments
Greater Subject Range
بيل 1 & 2 Options
Greater Scope
Transfer Flexibility

Full Programmes from $200*  
*The equivalent of $40 per day for a 5 day programme
*Early bird enrolments only and for a full 4 or 5 day programme

Ph: (08) 8231 7776

Adelaide Education Consultants

Phone Bookings: (08) 8231 7776
Fax Bookings: (08) 8231 58 58
Email Bookings:
Year12seminars@aeg.sa.edu.au
Web Site Bookings:
www.aeg.sa.edu.au
ABN: 14461321780
Office: 30th Floor, Westpac House, 91 King William St.
Seminar Venue: St Mary’s College, 253 Franklin St., Cnr West Tce & Franklin St.

Final call for all Coles Sports for Schools vouchers! The collection period is now over. Please return all Coles vouchers to one of the following locations: MS Office, SS Office, Front Office or Book Room.

SIPATRICK’S Technical College

ST PATRICK’S TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Sunday 26 August, 12-3pm
Hooke Road, Edinburgh North
St Patrick’s Technical College is a purpose built trade training school that offers a specialist trade focused SACE education and award winning apprenticeship training for Year 11 and 12 students.

We warmly invite you to meet our team and visit the state-of-the-art facilities.

St Patrick’s Technical College is located at the gateway to the Edinburgh North Smart Industries Precinct with transport links from across Northern Adelaide, the Barossa Valley and Lower North.

For more information visit www.stpatstech.sa.edu.au or call 1300 765 384.
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CABRA LIBRARIES NEWS

Book Week 2012

Book Week Starts with a Bang as Author Derek Landy Visits Cabra

Acclaimed Irish children’s author Derek Landy’s first visit to Adelaide on Saturday 18th August was a resounding success. After brief signing stops in Norwood and Rundle Mall, the Skulduggery Pleasant author arrived at Cabra College to a rapturous welcome. More than 250 people of all ages, from as far afield as Mt. Gambier, packed the newly completed St. Dominic’s Hall to hear Derek talk about his books, his cats and dogs and life in general. His darkly humorous monologue had the audience spellbound resulting in a huge queue of people snaking through the hall to have a book signed. Hundreds of children and adults alike chatted and posed for photos with the amiable Irish author while he signed their books, posters, arms and anything else to hand.

Derek also happily signed a stack of copies of his first novel which were given out as prizes in our Champion’s Read dress-up competition held on the Thursday. Derek rushed from Cabra to the airport to catch a flight to Perth in order to complete the Australia and New Zealand leg of his tour. The inclusion of South Australia for this exclusive event was thanks to Pages and More Bookshop Glenelg, his Australian publishers Harper Collins and the Cabra Library and Drama Department staff. For more details of the event and extensive photos see the Senior Library blog here:

http://wp.me/p20yct-Ft

Middle School Library News

Champions Read! What a fantastic finale to our Book Week celebrations. The response to our challenge for people to dress up as their favourite champion was overwhelming. Imaginations ran wild and thankfully the task of choosing the prize winners was left to the students and not the library staff as the competition was stiff. Eight champions won a signed copy of Skulduggery Pleasant by internationally acclaimed author Derek Landy who we were honoured to host here last Saturday.

Book of the Year winners 2012 have been announced and we have a great selection of the winning books here in the Middle School Library including The truth about Verity Sparks by Susan Green, Nanberry: Black brother white and Flood by Jackie French and The Little Refugee by Anh and Suzanne Do.

For a full list of the Book of the Year winners please go to http://cbca.org.au/winners_2012.htm

Don’t forget to get your Premiers Reading Challenge sheets in by the end of August. All reading must be recorded and handed in to the MSL before the 6th September with medals and awards delivered to schools early in November. For more information you can visit the website:

http://www.premiersreadingchallenge.sa.edu.au/prc/pages/books/Homepages/?reFlag=1

Photos from top left: 1) Derek and Mrs Mills. 2) Derek and Dylan McGaw. 3) Derek and Ruby Everitt. 4) Derek speaking. 5) The long signing queue. 6) Hayden Ayliffe and Derek.
Sister Sheila Flynn, O.P.

Written by: Brian Sharkey

Sister Sheila Flynn, a Dominican Sister working in South Africa, visited Cabra recently. This was her 3rd visit to Cabra in the last 20 years. Sister Sheila works with a community of about 600 women and their dependents at a Community called Kopanang in a township about 55 km south-east of Johannesburg in South Africa. The community supports the women and their families to embrace their struggles with sickness (particularly HIV/AIDS and their related illnesses and bereavements) and to develop skills (computer training, driving skills, leadership, embroidery, bead-making, quilting) that will lift them into a new awareness of the power of their community. The community provides for drop-in centres for toddlers, after-school care for orphans and children at risk, farming, counselling, training skills, feeding daily for 100 on-site and 400 off-site school age children.

Sister Sheila was in Australia preparing a small group of students from Sydney for their out-reach experience working in South Africa later in the year. Sister came to Adelaide to speak at Dominican Schools about the work of the Kopanang community. At Cabra she spoke with all of the Year 9 students, many of the Year 10s and the Middle School Year 9 leaders. Her message, besides highlighting the scourges of war, civil unrest and HIV/AIDS, was to encourage young people to be generous and aware of the initiatives for good in our communities for the suffering, underprivileged and care of the environment.

Right: Sister Sheila Flynn O.P.
Below: The embroidery skills learnt through the community.
Bottom: Singing group of the Kopanang Community.

RAA Tell the World Competition

Written by: Antionine Stagg.

The RAA runs an annual competition targeting young drivers through the schools. Students are challenged to bring the message of road safety to their peers through poster and film. Our Stage 1 Visual Arts - Design students have entered this competition for a number of years now and once again; one of their designs has been shortlisted. Taylor Westmacott’s “One Quick Text? One Quick Crash” highlights the current issue of text driving. You can vote for Taylor’s work on the RAA website. We wish Taylor all the best as his work advances to the final judging.

or vote via RAA’s facebook
www.facebook.com/RAAofSA

Vinnies Need Our Support

Written by: Brian Sharkey

Every student at Cabra has been issued with a Vinnies collection bag this term. This is for clothing, blankets, toys and books. The St. Vincent de Paul organization uses these for those families and individuals in the community in need. The articles not used immediately for the needy are used in the St Vincent de Paul shops to raise money for the organization’s other charitable works – like the food van. There is a shop at Mitcham behind the fast food shops near the railway crossing. Please return the bags with donations to Cabra or the St Vincent de Paul shops. There are collection boxes in the Senior School, Middle School, Front and Caleruega offices. It is not necessary to use the Vinnies bags, any bags are suitable. The collection boxes are in the school all year round and emptied as they are filled.
SPORT EDUCATION

Why Students Love Sport Education

Written by: Physical Education Faculty

From Archery to Rockclimbing, Sport Education is a subject that attracts many Year 8 and 9 students who enjoy physical activity. Sport Education is an elective subject in Year 8 and 9 that attracts large numbers of students who seek extra experiences and challenges in addition to what is offered in the PE curriculum. In Sport Education, students demonstrate a high level of participation, motivation and enjoyment. There are many benefits to Sport Education, from holistic teaching and learning, opportunities to experience a wider range of activities in addition to the PE curriculum, increased level of fitness and life-long love of physical activity, opportunity for kinaesthetic learners to excel, interactions with the wider community, understanding of alternate activities (particularly those played locally, nationally and globally), increased level of instruction, improved level of organisation, persistence, resilience and team-work... and these are just to name a few! Just some of the many activities that students participate in within Sport Education are Archery, Aqua Classes (Conditioning and Aerobics), Indoor Rockclimbing, Ice Skating and Ice Hockey, Ten Pin Bowling, Velodrome Cycling, Squash, Flag Football (modified Gridiron) Indoor Sports, Lawn Bowls, Ultimate Frisbee, Golf, Aerobic Conditioning through Boxing, Specialised Basketball and Netball... and the list is growing constantly!
- **Yr 8/9 Girls KO Football Tournament**
  I had the pleasure of looking after one of the two Cabra Yr 8/9 Girls Knock Out Football teams, and to say I’m proud is an understatement!

- **Cabra 9.3 (57) def Immanuel 2 - 2.1 (13)**
  The tournament started with a game against Immanuel College and we finished 44 point winners. Lauren Newman top scored with three first half goals.

- **Cabra 12.1 (74) def Blackwood 2 - 0.2 (2)**
  The second game was against Blackwood’s second team. The girls strung together some fantastic passages of play, undoubtedly better than most similar aged boys. Scoring was difficult in the first half, however after half time the floodgates opened emphatically with Amy Harvey and Lauren Newman going berserk kicking four and five goals respectively!

- **Cabra 9.9 (63) def Concordia 2 - 1.1 (7)**
  Our third game was against Concordia’s second team. I threw the team around a little in this game and each girl took to their new role like ducks to water, 56 points was the winning margin. Amy Harvey and Cassidy Hurn bagged three goals each.

- **Semi-Final: Cabra 2.5 (17) def Concordia 1 - 2.4 (16)**
  We qualified as the winner of Pool B, and the finals were to be tougher games as we crossed the draw to play other schools’ first teams. Our semi-final match was against Concordia 1, this game was tough and a brutal downpour of rain didn’t help our case. It nullified our biggest strength, ‘run, run and more run’. Cassidy Hurn and Elise Newman scored the winning goals.

- **Grand Final: Cabra 4.2 (26) lost to Blackwood 1 - 5.2 (32)**
  Blackwood 1 was our Grand Final opponent, and man they were big! I’m sure each girl on our team thought the same. I reiterated our biggest strength was run, run and with conditions drying rapidly that’s exactly what we did. Blackwood hit the scoreboard early, however Georgia Thompson hit back with three first half goals putting us into the lead at half time. We continued to fight against a tough opponent and after back to back goals to Blackwood, Georgia Thompson settled and kicked her fourth of the game. The next ten minutes was so intense, we hung onto a narrow lead until Blackwood kicked the eventual winning goal.

  I am very proud to have coached the girls and considering it is Cabra’s first time I’m sure Knock Out Girls Football will become a regular event each year. Well done to all the girls; you were courageous, determined and spirited. Standout players on the day were Elise Newman and Hayley Fuss. Bridgette Syrus, Jayde Ormsby and Yr 8 Cassidy Hurn were also amongst the best.

  Goal scorers for the tournament were: Lauren Newman (9), Amy Harvey (7), Cassidy Hurn (6), Georgia Thompson (5), Jayde Ormsby (3), Bridgette Syrus (2), Hayley Fuss (1), Georgia Kempster (2), Tyla Scuteri (1). We well done to the Cabra 2 team who were up in the extremely tough Pool A for the round games. All girls played with such enthusiasm and spirit. I was extremely proud and humbled to be a part of the day. We will definitely be looking into girls’ football in the future. Mr Joel Morizzi

- **Cabra 1.2 (8) lost to Blackwood 1 - 4.2 (26)**
  Goal Scorer: Elise Newman

- **Cabra 1.1 (7) lost to Concordia 1.3 (9)**
  Goal Scorer: Lisa Totani

- **Cabra 4.1 (25) drew with Woodcroft 4.1 (25)**
  Goal Scorers: Lauren Hatcher (2), Carly Payne (2)

- **Cabra 4.2 (26) lost to Blackwood 1 - 5.4 (34)**
  Goal Scorers: Lauren Hatcher (2), Georigina Sawyer (3), Elise Newman (1)

- **Minor Semi: Cabra 9.4 (58) def Concordia 2 - 0.0 (0)**
  Goal Scorers: Lauren Hatcher (3), Elise Newman (3), Samara Grimes (2), Carly Payne (1)

- **Minor Grand Final: Cabra 7.2 (44) def Woodcroft 4.1 (25)**
  Goal Scorers: Lauren Hatcher (4), Elise Newman (3)

**Congratulations**

**Left:** Congratulations to Saraid Kustermann (9T) for being selected for the SA Catholic School Netball U16 team that will compete in the upcoming Australasian Catholic Netball Association Championships to be held in Adelaide later this year.

**Bottom Left:** Emma Singleton (10G) is to be congratulated on her sporting achievements outside of Cabra; not only is she playing her netball grand final with the Southern Stars this week, she has been selected for the State Indoor Mixed Netball team that will be representing SA in Queensland in December. She also holds down a part-time retail job and travels quite a distance to get to school each day. Well done Emma, we certainly admire your efforts and we know that your family is very proud of you!
Dear resident / business owner,

I am writing to advise that Lander Road will be closed at the Southern Expressway bridge from mid August 2012 until late 2012, as part of the $407.5 million Southern Expressway Duplication project.

This temporary closure will enable major earthworks and bridge extension works to be undertaken safely and efficiently for construction of the duplicated expressway.

It is recognised that the community will experience some inconvenience due to the road closure. However, the works have been planned to minimise the duration of disruption and provide the most efficient detour routes.

Vehicles will be detoured via Young Street, Grant Road and Main South Road or Lonsdale Road, Majors Road, Adams Road and Heysen Drive. All detours will be clearly marked.

Pedestrians and cyclists will be detoured via the shared use path along the expressway using the tunnel at Erin Avenue and Craig Place or the Reynella interchange underpass during short-term path and tunnel closures.

Some changes to expressway conditions may also be introduced during these bridge works. Details of these changes will also be communicated to motorists with advanced warning signs in place to advise of changed traffic conditions. Motorists are advised to use alternative routes.

Work will generally be undertaken from Monday to Saturday between 7am and 7pm (weather permitting). At times, it may be necessary for crews to work outside of these times. If this is the case, advance notification will be provided.

Local residents, business owners and workers will notice an increase in the number of construction vehicles and equipment moving through the area during the bridge works and broader expressway duplication works.

For further information

call: 1300 626 097
email: SEDenquiries@bajvased.com.au
visit: www.infrastructure.sa.gov.au
New smoke-free laws

Changes to the Tobacco Products Regulation Act 1997 mean that, from 31 May 2012:

> Smoking is banned within 10 metres of children’s public playground equipment.
> Smoking is banned under covered public transport waiting areas, including bus, tram, train and taxi shelters and other areas used to board or alight from public transport that are covered by a roof.
> Local councils and other incorporated bodies can apply to have an outdoor area or event declared smoke-free.
> The age that a person can be fined for smoking-related offences has been reduced to 15 years.

Information sheets on smoke-free playgrounds, smoke-free covered public transport waiting areas, and declared smoke-free outdoor areas and events are also available at www.tobaccolaws.sa.gov.au.

What is the purpose of the new laws?
Research shows that outdoor smoking is a potential hazard, particularly around larger numbers of active smokers and under certain wind conditions. This means that passive smoking is a risk for people who spend time in confined outdoor public places.

These new laws are based on evidence that they will have an impact on reducing the prevalence of smoking and passive smoking, as well as reducing children’s perceptions of smoking as a glamorous or normal behaviour.

Support for smoke-free outdoor areas
Tobacco smoke in outdoor areas can produce symptoms of ill health and can aggravate many health conditions, such as asthma, chronic obstructive airways diseases and cystic fibrosis.

Smoke-free areas are designed to protect the health of the community. They also increase the comfort and enjoyment for all people using public spaces, especially spaces that may be crowded or where people congregate.

There is a high level of public support in South Australia to introduce outdoor smoking bans, with 96% of people supporting a ban for smoking around children’s playgrounds and 71% concerned about being exposed to someone else’s cigarette smoke.1

Most other States and Territories in Australia have introduced or announced their intentions to introduce similar bans.

Why public playground equipment?
Banning smoking within 10 metres of children’s playground equipment aims to protect the health of children. Children are often more susceptible to the immediate health effects of passive smoking and continuous exposure has been found to increase the risk of illnesses, such as middle ear infections, bronchitis and pneumonia. The ban will also help to prevent children thinking that smoking is normal.

Why covered public transport waiting areas?
Banning smoking at covered public transport waiting areas protects people in confined outdoor public places. These areas have been identified as having a higher risk of being exposed to tobacco smoke than in areas that are not covered.

Who will enforce the law?
Authorised officers under the Tobacco Products Regulation Act 1997 will be responsible for enforcing these laws.

What is the fine?
An expiation notice of $75 can be issued. The maximum fine is $200.

The reduction in the age limit to 15 years that a person can be fined is now consistent with the Passenger Transport Act 1994.

Support to quit smoking
For information and support to quit smoking, call the Quitline 13 7848, visit www.quitsa.org.au to register for text messaging support or talk to a GP or pharmacist.

For more information
Health Protection Branch
SA Health
PO Box 6, Rundle Mall, Adelaide SA 5000
Ph: 1300 363 703 (SA only) or 08 8226 7142
www.tobaccolaws.sa.gov.au

© Department for Health and Ageing, Government of South Australia.
All rights reserved. Produced April 2012.
Please support local businesses who continue to support CABRA Dominican College

Advertisement’s should not to be seen as an endorsement by the college, its staff or students.

**JK RAMAGE BUILDERS**

- Renovations •
- Additions • New Homes •
- Commercial Projects •
Multi HIA Award winning builder
www.ramagebuilders.com.au

**CHIROPRACTOR**

8374 4033
www.chiroactive.com.au
geoff@chiroactive.com.au
92 Winston Ave Melrose Park
(opposite Beck’s Bakehouse)

**Quality Leadlight Design**

- OLD STYLE LEADLIGHT • RESTORATIONS •
- CUSTOM MADE • AUTHENTIC • FREE QUOTE •
MOBILE: 0400232122 EMAIL: fozi@bigpond.com.au

**TOM GREIG’S**

SAFE & LEGAL  Phone: 8351 1760  Mobile: 0417 880 126

**RENT OR BUY**

*See store for details. More instruments available.

If you would like to advertise your local business in the Cabra fortnightly newsletter, please send an email to...

Cabra Publications Office: publications@cabra.catholic.edu.au

Cost Effective Advertising and free design is included.